
Cabin Tales Episode 8 Transcript 

(By Catherine Austen) 

 

[crickets; music] 

[0:10] Intro: 

Welcome to Cabin Tales: Spooky Stories for Young Writers. This is Episode Eight: 

“The Never-ending Story.” This is the final episode of Cabin Tales this fall, and it’s 

about the final stage of creative writing: revision. All the stories and excerpts 

you’ve heard on the show this fall were revised. And there are no new stories or 

excerpts today. Instead, you’ll hear from twenty great Canadian authors about 

their revision process, and their recommendations to young writers who want to 

improve their first draft. I’m Catherine Austen. And my guests today are 

numerous: Caroline Pignat, Lori Weber, Tim Wynne-Jones, Karen Krossing, Jan 

Coates, Rachel Eugster, Amanda West Lewis, Monique Polak, Amelinda Bérubé, 

Kari-Lynn Winters, Philippa Dowding, Raquel Rivera, Robin Stevenson, Ishta 

Mercurio, Cary Fagan, Lena Coakley, Don Cummer, Sarah Raughley, Lisa 

Dalrymple, David McArthur, Wendy McLeod MacKnight, Jeff Szpirglas, Marty 

Chan, Kate Inglis, Karen Bass, and Frieda Wishinsky. They’ve published hundreds 

of books for children and young adults. And every one of those stories was 

revised over and over again. How do they do it? And how can you do it? Listen in.  

[crickets] 

 

[1:30] Commentary on Revision 

Drafting is when you get to know your character and your story. Revision is when 

you work to tell it well so that other people want to read it. If you don’t want 
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other people to read your work, you don’t have to revise it. Just keep having a 

blast drafting stories. But if you do want others to read it and enjoy it, and if you 

want someone to publish it, then you must revise.  

 Some people think that drafting is writing and revising is something else. 

But revising is writing. Don’t think of revision as “correcting” your work. Iit’s 

improving, making your story the best it can be. All the things we talked about on 

the previous episodes of Cabin Tales – setting, characterization, plotting, pacing – 

can be improved with revision. Your first draft might be a mess, a Frankenstory, or 

a diamond in the rough, but through revision you will arrange that mess into an 

intriguing tale and make that diamond shine.  

 And that calls for a caveat: Your first draft will have some really good things 

in it, as well as some weaknesses or confusions. When revising, be careful not to 

edit out the energy or the magic of your draft. You want to strengthen your story, 

ensure that it all makes sense and paints a vivid picture in the reader’s mind. You 

don’t want to rewrite a super-cool original spark of a story into something that 

could have been made in a factory. Rules are there to make your writing more 

comprehensible and elegant and effective. If you can be comprehensible and 

elegant and effective by breaking a rule, go for it. But chances are that following 

guidelines will help.   

 So how do you revise? And when? There’s no one way to do it. Many 

authors revise their work as they draft, sometimes by the sentence, sometimes by 

the scene. Others get that first draft completed before they begin to revise at all.  

 One thing is certain: It’s not easy. William Zinsser in his book, On Writing 

Well, talks about how he revises a piece ten times or more and will spend an hour 

on a single sentence. And that is how you write well. He says, “A clear sentence is 
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no accident. Very few sentences come out right the first time, or even the third 

time. Remember this in moments of despair. If you find that writing is hard, it’s 

because it’s hard.” 

[music] 

 

[3:55] Author Interviews 

I asked my guest authors about their revision process, how much time they spend 

revising vs drafting and which process they prefer.  

 

[4:00] Monique Polak envies writers who love revising 

First up is Monique Polak, who says she berates herself through the revision 

process. 

[5:07] Lori Weber separates drafting from revising 

Many writers will revise the previous day’s pages before drafting the day’s. Here’s 

Lori Weber, who does just that. But while she’s drafting each day, she puts her 

internal editor away. 

[6:15] Karen Krossing uses her intuition 

Karen Krossing does read her work aloud when she revises. She finds that both 

drafting and revising take a long time but she says that you just need to take that 

time.  

[7:35] Caroline Pignat separates creation and evaluation 

Caroline Pignat also lets her intuition, playfulness, and experimental side, have 

free reign while she drafts. Bad things can happen if she tries to do both creation 

and evaluation at the same time.  
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[9:00] Kari-Lynn Winters tries to resist editing while drafting 

Some writers try to complete the first draft in its entirely before revising. Kari-

Lynn Winters tries this with her picture books. 

[10:20] Philippa Dowding does not edit while she drafts 

Philippa Dowding gets her novels drafted in full before she goes back to revise 

them.  

[11:20] Tim Wynne-Jones usually revises along the way 

Other writers are more like Tim Wynne-Jones, who edits himself extensively 

through the first draft and then has less revision to do at the end.  

[12:50] Amanda West Lewis discovers more with each revision 

As for just how much time it takes to revise, Amanda West Lewis says that 

revision can be 90% of the effort on a book. But she finds new excitement in the 

revision process. 

 

[14:40] Commentary on revising for young writers 

So you can see that writers have many different processes and preferences when 

it comes to revision. For some writers, it’s torture. For others, it’s the fun part. 

It helps to look at revision as a chance to make your work better. As Louis 

Sachar said: “One of the nice things about writing is that you get to rewrite – and 

take back all the stupid things you said.” Think about how harsh readers and 

reviewers can be: you want the chance to make your story better before those 

people judge it.  

 When I read biographies of writers, I’m always struck by, first, how lousy 

they feel through much of the creative process; and second, by how much time 
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they revise. They write a book for a couple of years, put it aside, rewrite it 

completely, again and again. And that’s not unusual.  

For kids, though, it would be crazy and boring to revise 20 times. Focus on 

the joy of creating, the passion of storytelling, the fun of it. That is the most 

important thing to cultivate now. Have fun. Learn basic skills. Train yourself to be 

a little better every year. Sure. But don’t make the story you love become a ball 

and chain around your neck because you have to revise it again. Save that for 

when you’re a professional author.  

But do try to revise at least once.  

[music] 

 

[16:00] Cary Fagan on the chore of revising while young 

Here’s Cary Fagan who has learned to be a more creative reviser over the years, 

but who says that maybe revising shouldn’t be a focus for young writers. And I 

wholeheartedly agree with him.  

[17:15] Sarah Raughley on taking your time while young  

Sarah Raughley writes fantasy series on a deadline, and sometimes she might 

have very little time to edit her drafts before the publication date. But she says 

that young writers don’t have to hold themselves to such tight schedules. 

 

[18:45] Commentary on how to revise 

When you do come to revise your own work, look for the biggest problems first 

and the smaller ones last. So, you might make sure your plot is believable first, 

and enhance the setting details of a particular scene afterward. And then finally, 

clean and enhance your language line by line.  
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 No matter how you approach it, one of the first steps in revision is 

evaluating your work, what is and isn’t working, and then figure out how to fix it 

and make it better. And when you’re evaluating your work, don’t forget to note 

the parts you love. Zoom in on a really good moment or conversation. And keep 

what delights you. John Gardner said in his classic, The Art of Fiction, “Any fool 

can revise until nothing stands out as risky, everything feels safe – and dead.”  

[music] 

 

[19:15] Specific Revision Recommendations 

One good practice in revision is to simply cut the word count by 10%. You can do 

that, one way or another. 

 I asked some other writers specific revision practices they engage in. 

 

[19:45] Jan Coates reads aloud and uses a thesaurus  

Jan Coates recommends using a thesaurus to help with line-by-line editing. 

 

[20:45] Jeff Szpirglas saves his drafts to combine and revise  

Jeff Szpirglas advises you not to throw away drafts of stories that don’t quite work 

right now, because you never know when you’ll find the right idea to guide a new 

revision. 

 

[21:45] Rachel Eugster is looking for ways to lessen revision 

Rachel Eugster hopes that doing more work at the planning stage might save her 

some work at the revision stage.  
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[22:25] Robin Stevenson has learned to revise wisely 

Robin Stevenson tries not to edit too much while she drafts, but she finds that a 

little bit of revision of yesterday’s work can help ease her into the day’s work. 

[24:00] Ishta Mercurio starts revisions with a blank page  

Ishta Mecurio recommends that, if you’re the same kind of writer as her, you 

might want to start your revision with a blank page. 

[24:50] Wendy McLeod MacKnight drafts very quickly 

Wendy McLeod MacKnight prefers drafting to revising. And she does her drafting 

very quickly. And she calls revision a torture. 

[26:05] Amelinda Bérubé finds the drafting a slog  

Amelinda Bérubé finds the revising easier, faster, and more enjoyable than 

drafting. And here’s her advice on getting through that first draft. 

 

[28:15] Commentary on getting help with revision 

Robert Graves in his book, Reader over your Shoulder, says that when you write – 

or when you evaluate your writing— imagine a reader looking over your shoulder. 

Not a grammarian. Not your English teacher. Not a jury of the world’s best 

writers. But a reader, the kind of reader you want to read your book.  

 If you’re ready, get feedback from a real reader – your friend, other writers, 

your parents, your English teacher. All of the above. Keep in mind that readers 

have different tastes and interests and knowledge. And if no one seems to get 

your work, it’s possible that your stuff is not great but there’s always the slim 

hope that you’re a genius and they just don’t get you. 

I love this line from Francine Prose in her book, Reading like a Writer: 

“Imagine Milton enrolling in a graduate program for help with Paradise Lost, or 
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Kafka enduring the seminar in which his classmates inform him that, frankly, they 

just don’t believe the part about the guy waking up one morning to find he’s a 

giant bug.”  

Don’t let critiquing crush your creativity. Creativity is a fragile thing. If 

critiquing makes you never want to write again, don’t do it. Read and write and 

play with words and ideas, and you’ll grow into the rest of it. Sad to say, you will 

outgrow most of the things you like right now. And maybe critiquing is something 

new you’ll grow into. You’ll appreciate concrete suggestions that can make your 

work better. 

 If you want to be published, there is no getting around it: You’ll have to be 

able to take comments and revise your stories as you work with an editor. And 

you will learn a lot from that process. And you will become a much better writer.  

[music] 

  
[29:55] Interviews about critiques 

Quite a few of my guest authors share their work with their partners, friends, or 

agents before they send it to editors.  

[30:00] David McArthur encourages critiques 

David McArthur has two knowledgeable people to review his work, and he 

advises young writers to share their work, too.  

[30:55] Lena Coakley spent 10 years on her first great book 

Lena Coakley got feedback from an agent on her first book, which she had revised 

on her own for years. 

[31:45] Raquel Rivera revises with help from friends and editors  
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Raquel Rivera finds feedback from friends and editors to be an essential part of 

her revision process. 

[32:55] Marty Chan advises critique group  

Marty Chan shares his drafts with his wife and with his cat, whom you can hear at 

the very end of this clip, and he has great advice for young writers who would like 

to form a critique group.  

[35:00] Lisa Dalrymple offers critiquing advice 

Lisa Dalrymple agrees that critiques are important, and they should point out 

what is working as much as what’s not. 

[36:10] Don Cummer is grateful for critique groups  

Don Cummer strongly advises young writers to join critique groups and enter 

contests.  

[37:20] Frieda Wishinsky says critiquing is a life skill 

Frieda Wishinsky knows the value of a good editor and she advises young writers 

to supportively critique each other’s work.   

[38:50] Kate Inglis likes the support of other writers 

You don’t have to be part of a critique group to be part of a writing community. 

Kate Inglis reminds us that writing groups don’t have to be about pages. They can 

be about supportive people. 

[40:05] Karen Bass has learned to put story over ego  

Finally, Karen Bass does not like revising as much as she likes drafting, but she has 

good advice for young writers who might feel the same way. 

 

[41:50] Revise your own tale 
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So with all this good advice in hand, it’s time to revise your own tale. As Stanley 

Fish said in How to Write a Sentence: It’s not the thought that counts.  

[music] 

 

[42:05] Final words and caveats  

This is the last Cabin Tales podcast, excepting author interviews coming up this 

winter. I’ve made this podcast in the hope that it will inspire and motivate young 

writers into trying new things. If you’re left thinking, “Man, there’s so much you 

have to know and do and be good at, it’s just too much,” well, then forget 

everything you’ve heard here and just write your stories. Carve your own path, 

and say what you have to say in your own way.  

 Just know that anything creative is a leap in the dark and likely to turn out 

not as good as you’d hoped. The process of writing and revising is not always 

joyful. Being done is such a joy, it feels like it was joyful. But it wasn’t. Some days 

it was awful. Your ideas were dumb and your execution was lame. It happens. It is 

never not going to happen. If you want to write well, you are going to have to 

spend a good deal of time writing badly. And there is no way around this. So be 

kind to yourself. Creativity is always a good thing, even if your latest creation is 

not awesome. Maybe you can make it awesome with one more revision.  

 Learning to write better is a lifelong pursuit. So pay attention in English 

class. Read good books to hone your sensibilities. Write in many forms, and 

practice purposefully. Learn to use language well so that what you have to say is 

not obscured by how you say it. If you’ve written a story, try revising it. You will 

be amazed how good you can make it. It is in the process of revising your stories 

that you will learn how to write. So get to it.  
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[music] 

 

[43:40] Thanks and coming up on the podcast 

I’ll be sharing my full interviews with all the Cabin Tales guest authors this winter, 

beginning on January 8th and continuing every Friday through the 2021 school 

year. You’ll find more information on all of them in the show notes for this 

episode. If you want to hear them speak at greater length or lead a creative 

writing workshop with your class, get in touch with them through their websites. 

Today’s show broke the telling tales/talking tales alternating format of this 

podcast. If you were hoping for a final story, my apologies. I will be doing a 

national public reading and author presentation in January featuring an original 

Cabin Tale with multiple endings. The reading is for a class but it’s virtual and 

open to the public, so you can join in if you like. I’ll give you more details on that 

when I’m back with interviews in January. 

 I hope you enjoyed today’s show and you are inspired to revise one of your 

drafted stories. Or just write a new one and maybe revise that.  

If you are a youth in Ottawa, the Ottawa Public Library’s Awesome Authors 

Youth Writing Contest is on. So write the best story or poem or graphic narrative 

that you can. I am a judge of fiction in the 9-12 age category and I want to read 

your story. But please don’t make me read your first draft. Seriously, you can 

improve it. Find more details about the contest on the Ottawa Public Library 

website.  

 And that’s all for today, and for a month. Have a creative December and a 

wonderful holiday break. I’m Catherine Austen. Thanks for listening.  

[crickets] 


